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We show that a Banach algebra A such that A* has the property (V*) of 
A. Pelczynski is Arens-regular. A strong uniqueness property of the extension of the 
product on a unital C*-algebra A to A ** is proved. The algebraic structure of 
the bidual of a C*-algebra can be obtained through the local reflexivity principle. 
We give examples which show that the results are sharp. c 1988 Academic PESS, ITIC. 
Let A be a Banach algebra. There are two natural ways [2,3] of 
extending the product of A to A ** Namely, if L, (resp. R,) is the left (resp. . 
right) multiplication by a E A and if x, y E A**, the products x x 1 y and 
x x z y are defined by their values of fc A * as 
<XXI xf)= (4 (a-, (Y? C(f)))) 
(xx2 YJ-) = (YY (a+ (4 Wf)))). 
Less technically, the point is that one has to “choose one side” for 
starting the extension of the product by o*-continuity. The products may 
be distinct even if A is commutative: an algebra A is said to be Arens- 
regular if the two products coincide (see the very useful survey [ 131). 
We consider in this paper the relations between Arens-regularity and the 
infinite-dimensional geometry of Banach spaces. We prove in Section I an 
easy-to-check condition on the Banach space A which implies that A is 
Arens-regular for any Banach algebra structure (Proposition 1.1) and give 
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some examples (Corollary 1.2); a by-product is an improvement of [19, 
Proposition 5.41. 
In Section II, we show a strong result of uniqueness for the extension of 
the natural product of a unital C*-algebra A to its bidual A** (Theorem 
II.1 ). Theorem II.1 leads to a convergence result (Corollary 11.2) which 
could be considered as an alternative, “symmetric” definition of the Arens 
product on the bidual A ** of a unital C*-algebra A. A similar (but easier) 
result holds for another class of algebras which satisfy a stronger regularity 
condition (Proposition 11.3). Finally, we gather in Section III some 
remarks and give examples which show that our results are sharp. 
Most of the results can be improved in the non-associative Banach 
algebra context. 
Notation. The Banach algebras we are considering are assumed to be 
associative unless otherwise specified. The dual of a Banach space X is X*, 
its bidual X**. The weak topology a(E, E*) on E (resp. a(E*, E) on E*) is 
denoted by o (resp. a*). If X and Y are two Banach spaces, L(X, Y) is the 
space of bounded linear operators from X to K L(X, X) is simply L(X). 
A Banach space E is an M-ideal in its bidual if x*** =x* +x* with 
x*** E E***, x* E E*, and xl E El implies J(x***l( = I/x*1( + Ilx’ll. 
I. ARENS-REGULARITY AND PROPERTY (V*) 
Let us recall that a Banach space E has the property (V*) [24] if any 
subset W of E which satisfies 
Lim sup{lx,*(t)ltE W} =0 
n-03 
for every sequence (x,*), a, in E* such that 
c Ix**(x,*)l < co, Vx** E E** 
n 
(i.e., the series C,, x,* is weakly unconditionally convergent, see [23, 101) is 
weakly relatively compact. The link between this notion and the Arens- 
regularity is given by: 
PROWSITION 1.1. Let E be a Banach space such that E* has property 
(V*). Then every operator T in L(E, E*) is weakly compact. In particular if 
A* has (V*) for a Banach algebra A, then A is Arens-regular. 
Proof: Let Lb E L(A) be defined by L,(a) = ba. By [13, Theorem 11, 
one has to show that for every f E A *, the operator T,-• L(A, A*) defined 
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by T/(b) = Lb*(f) is weakly compact. It is therefore enough to show that 
any operator TE L(A, A*) is weakly compact (see [27]). Let T be such an 
operator; assume that T is not weakly compact. Since A* has (V*), there 
exists by [ 17, Proposition 3.11 a subspace 2 of A such that: 
(i) Z is isomorphic to 1 ‘(N ); 
(ii) T induces an isomorphism between Z and T(Z); 
(iii) T(Z) is complemented in A*. 
If z is a projection from A* onto T(Z), the operator S = rr . T is a surjec- 
tion from A onto T(Z) N 1 ‘( fV ). By the lifting property of 1 ‘(N ) 
[23, p. 1073 A contains a complemented subspace isomorphic to 1 ‘( f+J) and 
thus A* contains l”(N). But A* is weakly sequentially complete if it has 
(V*) [24] and this is a contradiction. 1 
Corollary 1.2. gathers a few “concrete” examples where Proposition 1.1 
applies. Before stating it, let us mention the Arens-regularity will be valid 
for any structure of Banach algebra on the spaces we are considering in 1.2. 
COROLLARY 1.2. Let A be a Banach algebra. If A satisfies one of the 
following conditions.. 
(1) A is isomorphic to a C*-algebra; 
(2) A has the property (V) (see [24]); 
(3) A is isomorphic to the disk algebra A(D), or any of its duals of odd 
order; 
(4) A is an M-ideal in its bidual A**; 
then A is Arens-regular. 
Proof (1) The predual W, of a von Neumann algebra W has the 
property (X) (see [18, 143) and thus has (I’*). Hence the dual A* of 
C*-algebra A has (I’*). 
(2) and (4) If A has (V), then A* has (I’*) [24]; moreover, any 
Banach space which is an M-ideal in its bidual has the property (V) [ 171. 
(3) If A= A(D) is the disk algebra then A* = L’(8D)/,,;,,,,@ 
M,(aD) (here M,(aD) are the singular Radon measures on the circle 8D) 
has (X) by Theorem 7 of [18] and the fact that M,(aD) is an L’(v) space. 
Thus A* has (V*). More generally, it follows immediately from 
[6, Proposition 5.51 that the duals of odd order of A(D) have (I’*). 8 
Remarks. (1) Since the property (V*) is hereditary [24, Proposition 51 
any quotient of a Banach space E such that E* has (v*) also satisfies this 
condition. On the other hand, the class is obviously not hereditary; 
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however, if E* has ( V*) and R c E* is reflexive then E*/R has (V*) [ 173, 
and thus the orthogonal RT of R in E will be Arens-regular if it is equipped 
with a structure of Banach algebra. 
(2) It is a well-known open problem to decide whether or not every 
C*-algebra has the property (V). 
A by-product of our study is an improvement of [ 19, Proposition 5.41: 
COROLLARY 1.3. Let E be a Banach space. Let A = K,(E) be the norm- 
closure of the space offinite rank operators on E. If A has the property ( V), 
then E is reflexive. In particular, if K,(E) is an M-ideal in its bidual, then E 
is reflexive. 
Proof: If K,(E) satisfies (V) then it is Arens-regular by I.2 and thus by 
[34, Theorem 31, E is reflexive. Moreover any M-ideal in its bidual has (V) 
by C171. I 
Corollary I.3 is indeed an improvement of [19, Proposition 5.41 since 
K,,(E) is a subspace of the compact operators K(E) and the class of spaces 
which are M-ideals in their bidual is hereditary. 
Remarks 1.4. Let A be a Banach algebra. Define the following proper- 
ties: 
(a) A has (V); 
(a’) A has (D) (i.e., for every Banach space B and every T in 
L(A, B), T is weakly compact if T is weakly completely continuous) and 
A* is weakly sequentially complete; 
(B) A* has (V*); 
(y) every operator from A to A* is weakly compact; 
(6) A is Arens-regular. 
We can summarize the above results in the following diagram (using a 
result of [15]): 
a=fl*y-b, 
a 3 a’ * y. 
Let J be the James space. Then J equipped with an equivalent norm is an 
Arens-regular Banach algebra [1, Corollary on p. 10873 such that J* has 
not (V*) because J* is not weakly sequentially complete. The same remark 
applies to the Banach algebra (1 ‘(N ), .) (see 111.1). 
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KUNIQUENESS OF THE PRODUCT ON THE BILXJAL OF 
UNITAL C* ALGEBRAS AND RELATED RESULTS 
Our main result is in particular an improvement of the Arens-regularity 
of the C*-algebras [28,29]. 
THEOREM 11.1. Let A be a C*-algebra with unit 1. Let (.x,y) + x * y be a 
bilinear,form on A** such that 
0) /Ix * YII G II-4 . Ml b Y E A**, 
(ii) x*l=l*x=xVx~A**. 
Then the product * is separately w*-continuous. In particular if + satisfies 
(iii) x*y=xyVx,y~A, 
then * coincides with the Arens product of A** and thus is associative. 
Proof. If X is a complex non-necessarily associative Banach algebra 
with unit 11. let 
D~X)=(p~~*Ip~~~=~=ll~ll}~ 
VX,x) = (P(X)lP E ww? 
H(X)= {XEX( V(x)dR}. 
Then one has ( [ 35, Theorem 63 or [26, Corollary 23) 
ux, xl = WV), L) = w4n R,), (1) 
where L, (resp. R,) is the left (resp. right) multiplication by x. Indeed, if 
sp: A --) B is a linear isometry from A into B such that cp(ll A) = II 8, it is 
easily checked that V(A, x) = V(B, q(x)); we can apply this remark to 
A=X, B= L(X), p(x)= L, or R,. We apply now (1) to X= (A**, *). If 
x E H(X), then by (1) the operators L,(y) = x * y and R,(y) = y * x belong 
to H(L(X)) and thus exp(itL,) and exp(itR,) are bijective isometries for 
every t E R [4, p. 461. Since A* is unique predual of the von Neumann 
algebra A , ** = X every bijective isometry of X is o*-continuous and thus 
exp(itL,) and exp(itR,) are o*-continuous. Finally, since 
L, = Lim, +,(exp(itL,) - II ), R,= Lim,,, (ew(itR,) - Q 1, 
L, and R, are uniform limits of w*-continuous operators and thus are o*- 
continuous. Now since X= A** is a C*-algebra, one has H(X) 0 U-I(X) = X 
(see [4]) and this shows that R, and L, are o*-continuous for every x E X. 
If (iii) is assumed then * and the Arens products extend the product of A 
and are o*-separately continuous. Thus they coincide. i 
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Remarks. Professor A. Rodriguez pointed out to us (private com- 
munication) that (iii) is equivalent to 
(iii’) x*y-y*x=xy-yx trx,y~A. 
Moreover he proved that the associativity of (A**, *) is a consequence of 
the following: 
Let A be an alternative C*-algebra then A is a C*-algebra if and only if 
A has no primitive M-ideals of codimension 8. 
Theorem 11.1 leads us to an alternative “symmetric” definition of the 
product on the bidual of a unital C*-algebra, through the local reflexivity 
principle [ 221: 
Let E be a Banach space F (resp. G) be a finite-dimensional subspace of 
E* (resp. E**), and E > 0. There exists an operator TEL(G, E) such that 
(a) IITII IIT-‘II < 1 + E, 
(b) T,G~E = Id,,,, 
(c) CAT(g))= (S,g>vfEF,%EG. 
We denote by Sz F, & (resp. ~42 “) the set of operators TE L(G, E) which 
satisfy the conditions (a), (b), and (c) (resp. (a) and (c)). The family of sets 
{ ~42 c “} (resp. (zz’~&}) is the basis of a filter which we denote by HE 
(resp. 9&). 
DEFINITION (see [20]). Let A be a Banach algebra and 49 be an ultrafilter 
finer than the local reflexivity firter filter J&. A is %-regular if for 
x 3 y E A** the (always defined) product 
xx,y=w*-Lim.,, T(x).T(y) 
is separately o*-continuous. A is super-regular if A is Q-regular for all 4Y. 
With this notation, the following holds: 
COROLLARY 11.2. Let A be a unital P-algebra for the product ., and let 
x be the Arens product of A * *. For every f E A * and every x, y E A * *, one 
has 
f(xx~)=Lim.-,,f(T(x).T(~)). 
Thus A is super-regular. 
In other words, we can define x x y by 
x x y = Lim., 3pA T(x). T(y) in (A**, co*), (2) 
Of course, the existence of the above limit is an important part of the 
statement. 
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Proof. We have to show that for every x, y E A**, the Iilter 
X = {T(X). T(y)1 TE&} converges in (A**, o*) to x xy; that is, we 
have to show that any ultrafilter 49 finer than X is o*-converging to x x y 
[S]. If Q is such an ultrafilter, it is easily seen that there exists an ultralilter 
4’ finer than %A such that 
%= {T(x).T(y)l TEW}. 
We define a product x 91, on A** by 
xxqz y=Lim.,,, T(x). T(y) in (A**, co*). 
The product x%, is well-defined by (a) and o*-compactness; xqs 
extends the product . of A by (b), and (a) implies that 11x qu, yJI < /xll . Jlyll 
for every x, YE A**. Finally, (c) implies that for XE A**, x = 
Lim., u, T(x) in (A**, o*) thus x xq, II = Lim,,,. T(x). T(Q) = 
Lim., 4, T(x) = x and 1 xqlf x=x as well. We may apply now Theorem 
II.1 to get xx*, y=xxy. 4 
Remarks. (1) The hypothesis (i) of II.1 is necessary: 
Let A = 1 “(N ) and rt be the projection from A** to A parallel to ( 1 l)‘. 
Define a bilinear form 
where x is the Arens product of A **. Clearly * extends the product of A 
and satisfies (i). But x * 1 = 5(x + n(x)) and x * II # x if x $ A. The previous 
theorem shows that 21 is not the unit of (A**, *) and * is not the Arens 
product of A** (and of course is not @*-separately continuous). 
Note that a counterexample without unit can be derived: 
Pick a non-trivial ultralilter 4Y0~ flN\N and define B= {XE I”/ 
lim,,(x) = O}. Then B is a sub-C*-algebra of A without unit. Since B** is 
an ideal of (A**, x ), * can be restricted to B** and x * y E B** if 
x, y E B**. 
(2) Theorem II.1 and its corollary can be easily extended to n-linear 
forms, namely: 
Let F: (A* *)” -+ A** be an n-linear form such that 
0) MY,, . . . . yn)II 6 llylll ... llynll VyiEA**, 
(ii) F(y,Q, . . . . zl)=F(Y,y, ?I ,..., a)= ... =F(II, . . . . zl,y)=y vy~A**, 
then F is separately w*-continuous and Vy,e A**, Vfe A* 
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(3) Let us mention the following reformulation of Corollary 11.2: if A 
is a C*-algebra with unit, then for every x, y E A **, one has 
o*-Lim., zA T(x x y) - T(x) . T(y) = 0. 
In other words, the operators given by the local reflexivity principle are 
weakly “multiplicative at infinity.” If we consider now the coarser filter $?A, 
an improvement of Corollary II.2 is valid for some Banach algebras satisfy- 
ing a strong regularity condition: 
PROPOSITION 11.3. Let A be a Banach algebra such that for every f E A*, 
the operator Tf E L(A, A*) defined by 
V(a) = C(f) 
is compact. Then for every x, y E A * * and every f E A * 
fWy)= Lim f(TW Y(Y)). (3) 
T-9, 
Proof: Our assumption implies by [13, Theorem 21 that the Arens 
product on A** is jointly o*-continuous on the bounded subsets of A**. 
By (c) one has 
QXE A**, x= ,Li: T(x) in (A**, co*). 
+ A 
Moreover, this filter is bounded by (a); hence (3) holds by joint o*-con- 
tinuity of the Arens product. [ 
III. EXAMPLES, REMARKS AND QUESTIONS 
Let us start this last section by an instructive example which will allow 
us to show that most of our results are sharp. 
EXAMPLE 111.1. Let us denote by B the commutative semi-simple 
algebra 1 ‘(N) equipped with the pointwise product denoted by .; that is, 
for (Un2l9 (cL,),,~ in l’(N), the product is (A,), a (cl,,), = (I~,,,u,),~ i. 
Recall that B** N l”(N)* N M(@N) z l’(N)@M(/.W\N), where the 
embedding of l’(N) into M(pN) is given by 
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The algebra B is Arens-regular [9, Theorem 4.21 and it is actually easy to 
check that the Arens product x of B** satisfies (A + v) x (A’ + v’) = 3, . A’ if 
1, ,J’E l’(N) and v, v’~M(fll+J\N). 
With this example, we may observe the following: 
(1) There are no general results like I.1 and 1.2; that is, a Banach 
space can be Arens-regular for some structure of Banach algebra and not 
for all such structures. Inded, B = (l’(N),.) is Arens-regular while the 
convolution algebra (l’(N), *) is not (see [9, 331). 
(2) The conclusion of II.1 is strictly stronger than the Arens-regularity: 
The product * on (1 ) co** that we constructed above is not associative. Let 
us observe that there exists a unital Arens-regular Banach algebra B and an 
associative product on B** which satisfies (i)-(iii) of II.1 but is distinct 
from the Arens product on B **. Indeed, let B = (1 ‘(N), .) and pick a non- 
trivial ultralilter +YO~/IN\N. Let us define the product * on B** by 
Clearly * is an associative product on B** which extends the product of B 
and satisfies 
but is distinct from the Arens product x of B**. Moreover, if we consider 
the associated unital algebra B, = BeI@ we can construct in the obvious 
way an associative product * on B : * = B* * 0i C1 which satisfies the 
assumptions (ik(iii) of II.1 and is different from the Arens product of B:*. 
(3) Super-regularity is also strictly stronger than the Arens-regularity: 
B = ( 1 ‘(IV), .) in Arens-regular but not super-regular. The space 1 O” * is an 
Yi-space [22]; one moment of reflection shows that we can assume 
without loss of generality that the space G we consider in conditions 
(b) and (c) is generated by a finite set & of disjoint Radon measures 
v, such that v is supported by f+J or bl+J\fV for every v E d and 6,,, E d. 
Note that G is then (1 +&)-isometric to l’(l&‘I) (see [22]). Let F be a 
finite-dimensional subspace of 1 m and E’ > 0. There exists NE fV 
such that Ena N 11,l<e’lllZlli if 1=(1,),,,~Gnl’(hJ). Note that if 
~=((II,),E~‘(N) satisfies p1=p2= ... =~~-~=0, one has 
IV+ PII 2 IIPII + (1 -2E’) 1141. (4) 
On the other hand, there exists a subset X of {N, N+ 1, . ..} which belongs 
to %. and such that for every u = (u,),, I in F 
VkEX, b/c - LJG41 < WII co. (5) 
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This implies that 
I (u, A> - ~*,Wl < E’ lbll cc 
for every 1 E 1 ‘( l+J ) + of norm 1 and supported by X. Now let us choose 
E’ > 0 small enough. It is easy to deduce from (4) and (5) that given such a 
1 E 1 ‘(tY)’ of norm 1 and supported by X, there exists an operator 
satisfying (a), (b), (c) (with Go instead of G) and such that Tb(&,) =1. 
Moreover, T, can be extended to an operator T: G + 1 ‘(f+J) satisfying (a), 
(b), (c). It suffices indeed to define T(v) by induction for v~d supported 
by /%~\RJ such that the conditions (a) and (c) are fulfilled; this is done 
along the same lines as for v = a,, above. 
Finally, if we choose 1= 6, for some n E X, we have 1.3, = 1; on the other 
hand, if we choose A= N- ‘(CiE, S,), where I is some subset of X of car- 
dinality N, we get 1111. II) = N-‘. Thus both 6,,, and 0 are o*-cluster points 
of the filter 
Hence this filter is not o*-convergent and II.2 does not extend to 
B= (l’(N), .). 
EXAMPLE 111.2. Let A be a C*-algebra. Is it possible to improve II.2 by 
showing that the convergence in (2) is still valid when we replace & by 
the filter yA consisting of the operators satisfying (a) and (b)? The answer 
is no: take A = C(K), where K= (0, 1 } ’ is the Cantor set, and consider the 
characteristic function of the subset D = { 0, 1 > t ’ ] of K as element x* * of 
A **; pick also x0 E K/D. Let A be the spectrum of A* * and S: A --, K be 
the canonical surjection. The finite partitions of K (resp. A) into clopen sets 
generate finite-dimensional subspaces of C(K) (resp. C(A)) isometric to 
lm(n). Using the fact that A and A** are Zm-spaces [22], we may, in 
order to construct operators T satisfying (a) and (b), assume that G n A 
corresponds to a partition 9 of K, and that G is given by a partition 9’ of 
A which contains S’(S) and the sets x**-‘(l) and x**-‘(O). The space 
T(G) will be given by a partition 8” of K containing 9 and of the same 
cardinality as P. But then it is clear that we may choose Tin such a way 
that (a) and (b) are satisfied and moreover T(x**)(x,) = 1. In particular, 
the filter { T(x**)l TE yA} is not o*-converging to x** and a fortiori II.2 is 
not true with #A insteads of HA. 
EXAMPLE 111.3. The above results suggest that there might be a link 
between the properties 
(a) A* is unique predual, 
(/I) A is Arens-regular. 
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For instance, “A* has the property (X)” (see [ 181) implies both (a) 
[18, Theorem 61 and (/I) (Proposition 1.1). However, the algebra 
B= (l’(N), .) in the previous example III.1 shows that (/I) & (a). On the 
other hand, let J be the James space constructed in [21], and A = K(J) be 
the algebra of compact operators on J. Then A * = J* & J** being a 
separable dual has the Radon-Nikodym property and thus (a) holds by 
[18]; but A is not Arens-regular by [34, Theorem 33 since J is not 
reflexive and since any compact operator is approximable (J has a basis 
and thus has the approximation property). 
Remark 111.4. It is clear that if there exist two products q, and *, on 
A ** which satisfy the assumptions of II.1 then there are infinitely many 
such products, namely x *1 y = (1 - J)(x *,, v) + J.(x *iy), where il E [0, 11. 
This is in particular the case when A is not Arens-regular. 
Remark 111.5. The tools we have been using in this work are of 
“infinite-dimensional” nature. It is of course possible to use the powerful 
tools of the “local” theory of Banach spaces for obtaining deep results on 
C*-algebras and Banach algebras. For more on this matter, the reader 
should consult [25] (in particular Chapters 6 and 9) and [30-321. 
EXAMPLE 111.6. Let A be a Banach algebra such that A* is isomorphic 
to 1 l(r) for some set K Since 1 l(r) has ( V*), A is Arens-regular by 1.1. 
Moreover, Proposition II.3 applies to A since 1 l(r) has the Schur property 
(i.e., the weak and norm compact sets coincide). 
QUESTIONS 111.7. Is the class of Banach algebras satisfying the con- 
clusion of II.1 and/or II.2 hereditary? Is the disk algebra A(D) in this class? 
Let us mention that the theorem of Vidav and Palmer (see [26]) shows 
that the C*-algebras are the only associative Banach algebras for which the 
present proof of II.1 works, 
Remark 111.8. Let us consider the algebra A = (1 l(N), *), where * is the 
convolution product and f= II N E A*. The operator Tt from 1’ to 1 n 
defined by TT (b) = Lz( y) may be written 
Similarly, if we consider the algebra B = (1 ‘(N ), . ), where . is the pointwise 
product (see III.1 ), the corresponding operator TT E L( 1 ‘, 1” ) is 
A well-known result (see [ 10, p. 1141) asserts that the operator T,A (resp. 
TT) factors through any non-o-compact (resp. any non-compact) operator 
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(This gives a counterexample to (6) * (y) in 1.4). Hence one may state that 
A (resp. B) is the “canonical” non-Arens-regular algebra (resp. non- 
strongly regular in the sense of [ 13, Theorem 21). It would be interesting 
to give a more precise meaning to this remark. 
Along the same lines, it would be interesting to use the factorization 
technique of [S] together with the characterization [13, Theorem l] of 
Arens-regularity for trying to obtain a “representation” of Arens-regular 
algebras. 
Remark 111.9. Some of the techniques we are using in this paper can be 
found in [20], where a more algebraic point of view is adopted. 
Improvements concerning the more general non-associative context (see, 
for instance, a previous application of the local reflexivity principle for the 
JB*-triples in [ll]) will be published elsewhere. 
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